Measuring the GHG emissions of
serving digital media and
entertainment products

DIMPACT

The problem

The problem
▪ Expectation on carbon reporting is increasing,
especially to report and reduce emissions across
their entire value chain. For media companies, this
includes emissions of purchased services and product
end use (scope 3 emissions).
▪ Increased consumption of, and transition to, digital
services is leading to an increase in the energy use
and carbon footprint of the digital media sector.
▪ Complex and shifting technological systems
underpinning digital media delivery presents a barrier
to effectively mapping and measuring its carbon
impact.
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In 2020, UK adults spent 4hrs
hours per day online, up from
3hrs 11 mins in 2019 (Ofcom,
2020)
49 Media & Telecom
companies have committed
to science-based targets
(Science Base Targets, 2020).
More than half of DIMPACT
participants have committed
to net-zero emissions
Video will account for 82% of
all internet traffic by 2022
(Cisco, 2018).

DIMPACT

Increasing scrutiny on digital emissions
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DIMPACT

And some counter-arguments telling us not to believe the hype
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DIMPACT

What is DIMPACT?

What is DIMPACT?

Some current
participants

▪ DIMPACT helps create robust estimates of digital value
chain emissions for their own context using a life-cycle
assessment (LCA) methodology

▪ An online web application guiding organisations through
the process of calculating these emissions
▪ Developed collaboratively with leading media
companies, leveraging expertise from computer
scientists from the University of Bristol
▪ A community of organisations, interesting in working with
organisations across the value chain to reduce overall
emissions, and bring transparency to consumers,
businesses, policymakers and the sustainability
community.
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DIMPACT

Current & future scope of DIMPACT

Use cases
Video streaming

Now & future
Digital delivery of media has some
common processes in the digital value
chain, regardless of whether you’re
serving ads, video, or an online book.
Understanding and modelling these
systems is useful across the different
companies.

Online banner advertising

Digital publishing

DIMPACT is currently focussed on four key
forms of digital media.

Business intelligence/data services
Music streaming
Under
development

Video conferencing
Gaming
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DIMPACT

Mapping the value chain

The digital value
chain

Source: Carbon Trust (2021) Carbon Impact of Video Streaming
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DIMPACT

Example for an e-book
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How it works: simplified publishing model for one book
Content Ingestion

Publishing infrastructure and services
Third-party publishing &
distribution platform providers

Back-end data centre processes.

Web and App Hosting &
Generally context-specific. & gathered
from primary
Serving Services
data. Less likely to scale with usage.
Content Ingestion

Content & Metadata
Management

Will likely require data from cloud service providers that
can be a challenge to obtain.
Content Storage & Archive
Services

For video, this is generally a small component of the
overall consumption (1.3Wh/hour streamed).
This may
Other Services (Subscription,
vary for publishing.Order Management, User
Analytics, Ad Network, Ad
Server, Ad Analytics)

Consumption related directly to power required for
computation and storage

Internet
Infrastructure

0.007 kwH/GB
Wired access
networks

Core internet
network

Premises networking &
end-user devices

0.025kWh/GB

Routers
and onpremises
networking

Mobile access
networks

~ 1 (phone)
~15W (laptop)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Users
Devices
Laptops
E-readers
Desktops
Monitors
Phones
Tablets

0.1 kwH/GB
Consumption
allocated by
data volume

Consumption
allocated by
use time

DIMPACT

Ball park estimates
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Use-phase
energy for one
online book

TOTAL for one
e-book

= (smartphone

Key parameter:
File size

Key parameter:
reading time

Core + mobile
networks

via mobile)

Smartphone

Data centres +
back-end
infrastructure

Some caveats:
•

These are ball park indications, not based at all on any
DIMPACT participant’s primary data.

•

Usually publishers are interested in the overall emissions, not
just the unit emissions per book, or per user.

Core + fixed line
network

Modem/
Router

Laptop

=

(laptop via
wifi)

DIMPACT

Embodied
emissions also
must be
considered
Note that embodied carbon footprint is
not currently included in the DIMPACT
modelling.
Other studies seem to compare the
embodied phase of e-books only. DIMPACT
can help to model this.

Embodied emissions of books
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DIMPACT

Physical vs print

As well as other
considerations
• Quality of customer experience
• Different use patterns of physical books and e-readers
likely to be different for different publishers & customer
segments

• Wide variety of footprints of books, based on supply chain
choices
• The wider social & environmental impacts of
manufacturing e-readers and other user devices
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DIMPACT

DIMPACT is part
of the picture

Summary

DIMPACT helps build up a picture of the in-use phase of
digital products.
This can be used to inform comparisons of print vs. digital,
but this is context specific and not done within DIMPACT.
End-user devices a key driver of emissions. Both for in-use
and manufacturing stages. DIMPACT participants are
starting to engage with these manufacturers.
Data centres and back-end processes also a source of
emissions… and uncertainty. We’re currently working to
increase transparency from 3rd party cloud providers
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Thank you

Will Pickett
william.pickett@carnstone.com

